15th SUBUD
World Congress 2018
in Germany

Walking the Subud Way
Proposal presented by SUBUD Germany
to the 14th Subud World Congress 2014
in Puebla / Mexico

Subud® and the seven circles symbol are registered marks of the World Subud Association

“If you want to express
Susila Budhi Dharma
or Subud with one word,
it is unity or being one.”
~Bapak Muhammad Subuh Sumohadiwidjojo

Our Banner for the World C ong ress in Puebla.
Painted by Rusydah Ziesel, picturing Germany’s national
symbols of the oak and the eagle.
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Subud Germany proposes to host the Subud World Congress 2018
Content

Subud Germany has more than 500 members in 17 Subud groups and a 50-years Subud history.
The members of Subud Germany are prepared and capable to support the organization and
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happening of a World Congress with enthusiasm. What might seem to have come „out of the blue“,
has been in reality no real surprise to us. It is the result of a discussing and testing process for
many years flowing in a common feeling within Subud Germany, as we outline on page 5.
The organizing team chose the UN City of Bonn which provides facilities for big latihans, a fully
equipped conference center with state of the art technology and a wide range of options for an
attractive side-program. Bonn is a city of international population and diversity in culture. The
local Subud group, supported by the members of Subud Germany, is willing to mobilize the
necessary forces which are required for the organization of such an extraordinary event. The city
authorities show serious interest to host the Congress; there are good prospects for an agreement.
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Presenting this proposal: The national Team from Subud Germany
in cooperation with Susila Dharma Germany

Subud Germany
From left to right: Raimund Gilhofer,Bremen; Helen Han, Berlin;
Damiri Knapheide, Braunschweig; Anwar Ziesel, Ebersberg; Hilma
Wolf-Doettinchem, Wolfsburg; Ruth Mewes, Düsseldorf; Rusydah
Ziesel, Ebersberg; Ismanah Schulze-Vorberg, Königswinter; Lucia
Böhm, München; Gregor Schulz, Braunschweig; Eugenia Weber,
Emmendingen; Manfred Gilhofer, Siegburg.

Susila Dharma Germany

From left to right: Valentin Willecke, Hamburg; Wolfgang
Latussek, Potsdam: Viktor Böhm, München; Lawrence Fryer,
Düsseldorf: Kerstin Jüterbock, Berlin; Romina Vianden-Prudent,
Bonn; Laura Verbeek, Wilhelmshaven; Davida Eggemann,
Freiburg; Waltraut Biester, Hamburg; Miriam Knoke, Hamburg;
Lydia Latussek, Potsdam; Hilman Kaeser, Bonn; Roswitha
Willecke, Hamburg

The „Pre-Congress“ Team (from Subud and Susila Dharma)
Ism an ah Sch u lze -V o rb e rg , K ö n ig s w in te r; A n w a r Z ie s e l, E b e rs b e rg ; E lia Sch ulz e-V o rb e rg , K ö n ig sw in te r;
L u c ia B ö h m , M ü n c h e n ; M a n fred G ilh ofer, S ieg b urg ; C laus M aim er, F ran k furt; R om in a V ia nde n -P ru de nt, B o nn;
R o lf P ru d e n t, B o n n ; B u rh a n G eb h ard , S ip p lin gen ; M ariam T ik ale, D üs s eld orf
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Storyline
The process leading to our decision
Inspiration at our National Congress: It started at our national Congress in May 2014 with a new and
promising process arising through an artwork prepared for the World Congress in Puebla. In this
atmosphere, Anwar (KC) shared his spontaneous inner indication about hosting the World Congress
2018 in Germany with the Delegate team and later with the National Team, which reconfirmed and
expanded our understanding of the dynamic process Subud Germany has been experiencing for the
past five years. In connection with the wonderful experience of the Zone4 gathering 2013 in
Wolfsburg, there has been an intense process of the next generations and new Subud members
getting actively interested and involved in national and international matters over the last years, all
this and a joint strong inner feeling induced Subud Germany to put forward the proposal for both the
WSA Executive Team as well as hosting the World Congress.

The delegates from Germany:
Anwar, Hilma, Ismanah and Lucia

Enjoying cooperation: We realized, that hosting the WSA Executive and/or World Congress is a quite
consistent step in regard to the development over the past years in Subud Germany. Bapak´s
recommendations in “On the Subud Way” on national organizations and the “Proposal for a
Discussion Process on the Subud Organization” by the Initial Core Group established at the
Christchurch World Congress were the basic orientation and inspiration in this process.
Living participation: We newly revived in Germany the “Subud Council” idea recommended to Subud
by Bapak. It intends a lively and intense exchange between the chair-team, helpers, advisers,
assessors, wing-chairs and delegates from the local groups. The participation became more intense
and culminated at our National Congress in 2014 in the decision rising from a feeling of “time to take
responsibility”. We found strong support from many places to go ahead and explore the possibilities.
So in fact what might seem to have come “out of the blue”, has been in reality no real surprise to us.
The timing of presenting this proposal feels right and in balance with Subud Germany’s process for
several years.

The office of Subud Germany in
Wolfsburg
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Embedded in Zone4
Being part of Zone4 we identified a kind of thread that led us since the
last World Congress in Christchurch to zonal meetings in Vilnius (2010),
Athens (2011), Bad Vöslau (2012) to Wolfsburg 2013. Our perception is that
our proposal as Germany should be looked at with the awareness of being
part of the Subud Zone4. Testing about a World Congress in Germany, the
invigorating effect we felt was most intense for Zone4, for the development of
Subud in these countries. This feeling already comes from way back and was
strengthened through the last Zone4 gathering, which was held in Wolfsburg
last year.

*)

A SICA event at the Zone4 gathering in
Wolfsburg: an evening in the Planetarium

Our Zone is one of extreme diversity. It covers central and eastern Europe, Scandinavia, northern
Asia and part of the middle East – with Scandinavia in the North and Greece, Israel, Lebanon and
Turkey in the South to Russia and Ukraine in the East, 25 countries all in all.
This diversity of cultures, languages and religions is part of our heritage and challenge in our
Zone4. Most of the Zone4-countries have been connected in one form or another with Germany, we
all share political and many times also complicated history. Out of these difficult times we now
share and enjoy good relationships on many different political and economical levels. Some
countries of Zone4 currently find themselves in very difficult and even quite dangerous political
circumstances. A strong inner connection and understanding to bridge these differences is needed
so very much. Through Subud and the Latihan we receive the strength to overcome all these
boundaries and show to the “outer world” that it is possible to live and work together harmoniously.
What better opportunity to support and show a process like this by taking the responsibility in
hosting a vibrant and lively
World Congress in this region.

*) Zone4 banner, created by
Arifah Gebhardt for the World
Congress in Puebla

Joyous girls at a Subud congress
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Roadmap: Walking the four years in partnership
Culminating event of a bottom-up process: We understand preparing the World Congress 2018 as the
culminating event of a bottom-up process in the sense of subsidiarity and Subud development. We feel
that the reviving and reconnecting in-between the congresses are of vital interest to close the felt gap
between the national and international organizational bodies and the members. We don’t have the
solution at our fingertips; we do trust the process out of the inner intention to follow Bapak’s advice on
organization and the working closely between committees and international/national helpers.
Interesting partners: Further on we want to use the chance to cooperate with interesting partners
in our host city to make Subud visible in the community throughout the four years before the World
Congress. In the discussions with the authorities of Bonn we identified an inspiring variety
of opportunities to work together on a cultural level in different kinds of concerts and rehearsals.
World-famous composer Beethoven could be an inspiration to different pieces on stage for SICA
for example. In the field of development and humanitarian work we can interact through conferences and
public fora together with SDIA. We are looking forward to three years of synergy with the Subud
community, the wings and different organizations and stakeholders to keep the spirit of Subud alive
between the Congresses.
Cooperation and communication: We are convinced, the question of how to keep a high level of
cooperation and communication between the council, the national bodies, and the Subud members,
ought to be on top of the agenda. We see the challenge not to lose the flow and energy and connection
from the congressin Puebla into the daily life of Subud. We realize, this only works through projects and
enterprises, the working together and also through continuous communication helping us to be aware of
each other’s needs.
Subud wings: At the same time we would like to see the Subud wings drawn into the center of attention
of our work. It also would be wonderful to incorporate at least some of the Zone4 and neighboring Zone3
countries in the preparation process of a World Congress.
At the Zone4 gatherings in Wolfsburg and
in Moscow, Russia
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The World Congress 2018 in Bonn, Germany
Germany is situated in the heart of Europe. The country
has learnt bitter lessons from history and developed an
internationally respected culture of reconciliation, being
now one of the most important forces for peace. One big
symbol is the river Rhine: over centuries the frontline
between France and Germany the river emerged since
1945 as lifeline of friendship between the two countries
and as such a core factor for the European Union.
Ludwig van Beethoven – his
over all presence in his natal
city of Bonn.

Searching for a venue: We checked the possibilities in
The UN campus in Bonn, adjacent to the
Germany for an ideal Congress place. Fortunately we
World Conference Center Bonn (WCCB)
didn’t have to look far: the ideal city and venue were
found in a place with Subud groups nearby. The city
we think would suit a Subud World Congress in a perfect way is Bonn, with a population
of about 310.000, situated on both banks of the river Rhine. And like our Zone4, the city
o resembles the diversity of cultures, languages and religions. The intercultural
atmosphere, the international relationship through the UN campus and many other
international organizations make Bonn perfect for hosting the Subud World Congress
2018.
Bonn is quite easily accessible from all over the world, one international airport being
only 20 minutes away (car) and the Frankfurt international airport just 60 minutes (train).

Bundeskunsthalle, one of the
many museums in Bonn – only
a 10 minutes walk from the
Conference Center.
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In a nutshell
Reasons for a World Congress in Bonn











The international character of being a UN city
The venue hosts everything: Latihan rooms, breakout rooms,
catering, meeting point.
At the same time the structure of Latihan premises and about
40 breakout rooms of the venue are ideal
The City of Bonn has shown strong interest in having Subud
for the World Congress in town. All attending members will
receive a free subway/bus ticket for the duration of Congress
Bonn supports the organization of „green“ Congresses
Worldwide easy and fast accessibility of Bonn with three
international airports within short distances.
The city and the surroundings are wonderful and inspiring:
Theaters, museums and other interesting venues around.
Romantic Rhine-valley to explore by ship, bike or train on
a day excursion or further holidays.
Beethoven, one of the most famous musicians of the
world was born in Bonn. Bonn has a strong relationship
to Beethoven, organizing a yearly famous Beethoven festival.
 A strong local Subud group.

Sculpture ‚The blind men and the
elephant’
from Richard Engels
(Subud Wolfsburg) in the Rheinaue,
Bonn – close to the World
Conference Center Bonn.

Bonn is a great place to start a
romantic journey on the river Rhine
The Subud premises in Königswinter,
located just 15 minutes from Bonn with
the ‚World Conference Center Bonn’
venue.
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Accessibility and Travel to Bonn
Bonn is centrally located in Western Europe, in the direct vicinity of the Benelux
countries and France. The three airports of Cologne/Bonn, Düsseldorf and Frankfurt
provide direct access to all European capitals, numerous other European cities and
all major destinations outside of Europe. Bonn’s two long-distance train stations
connect the city to the national and European rail network. Amply-built roadways link
Bonn with the western German mayor cities of Cologne (30km), Düsseldorf (60km)
and Frankfurt (130km) as well as with all of the area’s airports and the entire
national and European long-distance highway network.

Direct Flight Times (approximately) to
Cologne/Bonn Airport from
Amsterdam: 1 h 10 m
Athens: 3 h 5 m
Barcelona: 2 h 15 m
Istanbul: 2 h 55 m
London: 1 h 15 m
Moscow: 3 h 10 m
Paris: 1 h 55 m
Prague: 1 h 15 m
Rome 1 h 55 m
Stockholm: 2 h
Warsaw: 1 h 40 m

Frankfort Airport from
Beijing: 9 h 10 m
Bogotá: 11h 45 m
Bombay: 7 h 50 m
Dubai: 5 h 25 m
Hong Kong: 11 h 30 m
Jakarta: 14 h 35 m
Los Angeles: 11 h 35 m
Madrid: 2 h 30 m
Mexico City: 12h 15 m
Shanghai: 11 h
Sao Paulo: 11 h 50 m
Singapore: 11 h 40 m
Sydney: 20 h 50 m
Toronto: 8 h 45 m
Washington DC: 9 h

Schloss Drachenburg, a castle situated in the Nature
Reserve ‚Siebengebirge’, overlooking the city of Bonn
at the river Rhine.
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The World Conference Center Bonn (WCCB)
as conference location for Subud
The World Conference Center Bonn is a very unique facility and is located in the middle of Bonn’s
former government quarter, in the immediate vicinity of the United Nations Campus, Deutsche Post
DHL, the international media broadcaster Deutsche Welle, the BMZ (Federal Ministry for Global
The World Conference Center Bonn with
the UN Campus in the background.

Cooperation and Development), the Engagement Globale (Central contact agency in Germany for
development policy initiatives) and many international organizations – right next to the river Rhine
and in vicinity to a extensive park.
Many Hotels, Museums, Theaters and other interesting venues are just a few minutes walk away.
The World Conference Center Bonn is served by excellent public transportation. Positioned directly
on the Rhine promenades, the World Conference Center Bonn is in extremely close proximity to the
Museum Mile and the Bonn City Center. Both of these areas offer great value leisure. With more

The World Conference Center Bonn –
the Plenary in action.

than 7,000 hotel beds, Bonn is excellently equipped for congresses and events of any kind.
With about 40 breakout rooms for workshops or testing and several big halls for the morning and
evening Latihan the WCCB is the perfect venue. Everything needed can be found in one building.
Those who want to see some nature in between the workshops or meetings may just step outside to
walk along the Rhine promenade or into the close Rheinaue-Park. A little note: in this park is a
sculpture from Richard Engels from Wolfsburg.

The World Conference Center Bonn – the
new building . The designated venue for
the Subud World Congress 2018.
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Budget Perspective	
  
	
  	
  

We have checked the main expenditures. We note them at their present state although we are
confident to get them down when negotiating in detail.
Venue: On the basic assumption, that the World Congress will last 14 days, the World Congress
Center Bonn has calculated as a first offer
·
·

495.000 US-$ for the entire venue plus VAT*
102.000 US-$ for service personal including fire prevention, security, cleaning, medical
plus VAT** at the moment 19 %

Other costs:
·
95.000 US-$ expected for WCOT management office rent included
·
Marketing concept (and cost) have to be defined and tuned with WSA during the
preparation process
·
Organization: Bank, booking, translation, transport will be defined according to the fast
developing technical possibilities. The Bonn tourist office has offered to use their booking
system free of charge
·
Program: Fringe events will be defined and tuned with WSA according to the needs and
personal resources occurring during the preparation process

In the garden of the Subud place in Bonn:
working on the proposal for the World
Congress

Accommodation: There is a great variety in price, style, and quality, including high class hotels as
well as B&B, youth hostels, rental apartments, and camp ground in a range of 2 km around the
WCCB. In the month of August hotel rates are normally low. The room rates start at 35 US-$ per
person and night in hotels and 28 US-$ in youth hostels. Family rates (2 adults, 2 kids from
6 to 16 years) at camp grounds 28 US-$ in tent and 32 US-$ with caravan per day.
Meals: The meal costs for the year 2018 cannot be fixed today. A clue however is, that the caterer of
the WCCB calculates three price ranges to be chosen. The lowest is to meet the demand of the UN
on the occasion of their conventions taking place in the WCCB.
City transportation: The Bonn tourist office has offered free tickets for city transportation.
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Crossing the river Rhine in Bonn, during a
meeting to work on the proposal.

Conclusion
The responsibility of having the WSA Executive Team and the World Congress 2018 in our country
is well in line with the process and development Subud Germany has gone through. We have the
wholehearted support of our membership and a strong team to venue on this journey.
Our World Congress organizing team has the professional background for a task like this
(organizing congresses and fairs, event management) and at the same time the experience of
organizing the World Congress in Innsbruck/Austria, which will be very helpful for Subud specific
needs.

JOY, the motto of the city of Bonn. It was
taken from „The ode to joy“ in the ninth
symphony from Ludwig van Beethoven.

Our research for a fitting city and venue showed us several venues in Bonn, Darmstadt and
Freiburg. In this proposal, we present the city of our first choice: Bonn. We are still in a negotiating
process. The venue is still under construction (to be finalized in summer 2015). In case Germany
should be chosen as the country to host the 2018 World Congress, we will go into deeper
negotiations with the City of Bonn and the World Conference Centre Bonn (WCCB). Should by any
case their price not meet our vision of a payable budget for the members, we would take our second
choice into account: the city of Freiburg. We already negotiated with the city of Freiburg and can
assure that this city and venue would also meet the criteria for a World Congress.
We are well prepared but at the same time open and flexible for the outcome of the testing in
Puebla. The World Congress in Puebla will designate the country (Subud organization), which will
best be able to serve the international Subud community as “World Subud working space” for the
next four years. It is about the bigger picture; the process to continue in a way it serves to our all
benefit. Even if the WSA Executive and World Congress 2018 go to another country than Germany –
we already feel really blessed through working on this proposal. We simply trust the Latihan process
to decide what is best for all of Subud in the upcoming four years.
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Walking the Rhine in Bonn, adjacent to
the World Conference Center Bonn.

Appendix 1
Confirmation: Bonn and the “World Conference Center Bonn”
meet all of the following criteria required for a Subud World Congress.

LOCATION/AREA
This should be easily accessible by air, rail and road.
It should be an area where Subud members – families, young people, and older people - feel comfortable.
There should be a good mix of hotels and accommodation ranging in price and style and including backpackers lodges, youth hostels, YMCA’s;
B&B’s, 5 star hotels; rental apartments and camp sites. These should be in close proximity to the main site if at all possible
The area should be close to areas of natural beauty and touristic sites for day excursions.

THE MAIN SITE
should have meeting rooms and facilities as follows:
Two Large Spaces for Latihan
Space for General Plenary sessions of i1,800 – 2,500 members i.e. delegates, council members, observers. The largest hall would be needed for
2 or 3 plenary sessions, plus Ibu Rahayu’s talks.
Smaller Spaces for WSA Delegate Meetings
At least 40 Meeting spaces (more if possible)of differing sizes: for workshops / interest groups– seating capacity up to 200; for latihan and
testing – varying capacity up to maximum 5 people standing/ moving around.
Dining area for pre-paid meals
Café’s for beverages and snacks
Spaces for Large Cultural Events - theatres, cinemas, concert halls
Reception and Office Spaces for Registrations and admin
Spaces for Exhibitions and Gift/Craft shop, Book shop
Provisions and Spaces (indoor and outdoor) for Children and families
Provisions and Spaces (indoor and outdoor) for Young People
Open Spaces / Activity Spaces / Socializing Areas
First Aid and Rest Facilities
There should be adequate car parking spaces / the city will provide free tickets for all Congress attending members
Simultaneous translation facilities and equipment required in main meeting rooms for plenary sessions, WSA Delegate meetings, Ibu Rahayu’s
talks and workshop rooms too, if possible
Audio Visual facilities and equipment – all meeting rooms need wi-fi internet access, microphones (if necessary), projectors, screens, flip charts,
wipe boards etc

OTHER FACILITIES & REQUIREMENTS
Transport: Airport transfers and transport to hotel/accommodation if possible
Visas: Requirements for visas need to be researched and liaison with immigration dept. set up if possible
Business Plan: a draft business plan showing income from registrations and costs of venues and facilities needs to be drawn up.
Public Relations: an outline plan of how the WCOT will interact with local authorities and local community through the media (newspapers,
television, radio etc.) needs to be drawn up.
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Appendix 2
Linking to the internet for further information
Subud Germany
http://www.subud.de
Susila Dharma Germany
http://www.susiladharma.de
Subud Zone4
http://www.subud-zone4.org
Subud youngsters relaxing at the
Wolfsburg Subudhouse at the
Zone4 gathering 2013

Germany
https://www.deutschland.de/en
VISA information
http://www.auswaertiges-amt.de/EN/EinreiseUndAufenthalt/Visabestimmungen_node.html
Bonn
http://www.bonn.de
http://www.bonn-international.org/living-in-bonn.html
World Conference Center Bonn
http://www.worldccbonn.com
Brochure World Conference Center Bonn (Plans)
http://www.worldccbonn.com/Broschuere_WorldCCBonn2014

International presence in Bonn
© Deutsche Welle, Global Media Day
2014

World Conference Center Bonn, 3D tour (building still under construction, finished in 2015)
http://www.worldccbonn.com/en/the-extension/3d-video-the-extension
Hotels in Bonn
http://www.bonn-region.de/english/hotels.html?no_cache=1
http://www.basecamp-bonn.de
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Responsible
Subud Deutschland e.V.
Nordstadtstrasse 26
38448 Wolfsburg
Fon: 49 (0) 5361 86007
email: vorstand@subud.de
www.subud.de
Chairlaidy: Ismanah Schulze-Vorberg
Vice chair: Damiri Knapheide
Treasurer: Helen Han
Office: Emma Nissen

In cooperation with
Susila Dharma - Soziale Dienste e.V.
Jenerseitedeich 120
21109 Hamburg
Fon. 0 40/ 754 17 48
email: sd-germany@susiladharma.org
www.susiladharma.de
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Chair: Viktor Böhm
Vice chair: Waltraut Biester
Treasurer: Valentin Willecke
Office: Kerstin Jüterbock
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